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iUniverse, United States, 2007. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 216 x 152 mm. Language: English .
Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.Several decades ago, the people of Biggacontinent
discovered that magic flows throughout their land. With some effort and practice, almost anyone
could harness its powers and use it for anything their imaginations could conjure. But as some
parts of the continent are flourishing, other parts have remained untouched. Until now. Friends
Mirko Pine and Hyplen Pavalo, residents of the last town to receive magic, had been awaiting magic
all their lives, and never expected it to come as it did. When a wizard named Channel has a precious,
powerful item, known as the Ivory Bell, stolen from him by two renowned thieves, he enlists the
youths to help him in exchange for the adventure he can provide. With the help of Channel s
versatile collection of magic bells, some farming ghosts, and even a dream salesman, Mirko and
Hyplen are thrown head-long into the miraculous world as magic has made it.and into the wicked
underbelly the thieves won t soon let them forget.
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It is really an awesome pdf that I actually have actually study. It really is basic but excitement from the 50 % of the publication. I am delighted to inform
you that here is the greatest book i have read through within my individual existence and can be he finest publication for actually.
-- Mr s. Ya sm ine Cr ona-- Mr s. Ya sm ine Cr ona

The ebook is great and fantastic. It is among the most remarkable ebook we have go through. I am easily can get a pleasure of looking at a published
publication.
-- Clem ent Hessel I--  Clem ent Hessel I
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